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TPD-30
Large Capacity
It’s perfect for high-volume environments in which you need to keep
beverages at optimal temperatures for hours. Faucet guard helps prevent
cross-contamination. Reinforced handles and lid make this dispenser
easy and safe to transport.

Portability
The TPD series is designed to be solution for extending your beverage
service into virtually any location.

Lock in Freshness
Literally lock-in freshness, flavors and maximum holding temperatures
during transportation with the exclusive twist top cover with safety lock
feature.

The rugged 3.0 gallon size dispenser is compatible with all FETCO 3.0
and 2x3.0 gallon EXTRACTOR®, Handle Operated and IP44/Maritime
series brewers. The TPD series is an excellent choice in that allows you
to confidently extend your high quality beverage service into virtually any
remote indoor/outdoor venue or service environment. 

The interior construction features a high-quality stainless-steel liner with
superior insulative properties for optimum retention of hot or cold
temperatures. The rugged stainless steel outer body construction
withstands harsh conditions associated with daily use, cleaning, handling
and transportation. 

Designed for portability, each dispenser features 2 horizontal comfort-grip
carry handles mounted permanently to the sides with an additional
handle built in to the locking twist top cover. You can literally lock-in
freshness, flavors and maximum holding temperatures during
transportation with the exclusive twist top cover with safety lock feature. 

Front mounted sight glass allows the operator to monitor internal liquid
levels to help maintain uninterrupted beverage service.  A built-in faucet
guard helps prevent cross-contamination by keeping container lids away
from the spout.

Measurements

Height (in.) Width (in.) Depth (in.)
23 3/4 11 14 1/2

CAPACITIES
Volume (gal.) Volume (L) Weight Empty (lbs) Weight Full (lbs)

3 11.4 18 43

Special Features
Digital Freshness Timer ® Digital Volume Indicator Glass Sight Gauge Removable Drip Tray
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